prevalent in different countries and under different governments, Fascist,
Communist and so-called Democratic ? I add ' so-called ' because it is clear
that no democracy has yet existed. How came the word 4i education " to be
surrounded by so much jargon and how can it be made to live a free life once
again ?
It would be a poor service to the cause of truth if these pages recorded
nothing but complacent praise, I can see ;\ score of weaknesses in our schools
and in the whole system, some of which are part of the social structure : I see
also model features from the nursery school to the widening field of adult
education, which fill me with pride.
No easy description of a system of schooling can explain the British
character. Let no one imagine- that five hours a day for five days a week,
either in an ancient Grammar School or a modern Senior School constitutes
education* Such a narrow interpretation of the growth of a child takes no
account of the essentials, the home and family circle, food, rest, holidays *ind
social ties—all of them media through which a powerful tradition of living is
expressed. Picture the life of a boy who returns from boarding -school to a
home rich in associations and sometimes in culture or to some small estate
where Ke can roam at will/ pursue his hobbies and hear talk of State and local
affairs/ • Picture equally the home of a miner, a keen trade unionist or local
pi^adie'r and the rich background from which the son or daughter proceeds
each day to the local school. While, therefore, school can do much to sharpen
the wits and discipline intelligence, if may have done more by failing to ruin
the influence of a good home,
, These pages are not concerned directly with Scottish or Welsh education,
each of which has a distinctive history* Much virtue is attached to Scottish
education which in truth should be ascribed to the home and the kirk* It is
nevertheless true that Scotland introduced a national scheme of education
about 200 years before England* Of the Act of 1697 Macaulay writes these
glowing words:—
44 By this memorable law it was, in the Scottish phrase ordained that
44 every parish in the realm should provide a commodious school-house and
44 should pay a moderate stipend to a school-master,   Before one generation
t4 had passed away it began to be evident that the common people of Scotland
44 were superior in intelligence to the common people of any other country
44 in Europe.   To whatever land the Scotchman might wander, to whatever
44 calling he might betake himself, in America or India, in trade or in war,
44 the advantages which he derived from his early training raised him above
44 his competitors*   If he was taken into the warehouse as a porter, he soon
44 became a foreman*   If he enlisted in the army, he soon became a sergeant/*
This rhetorical passage contains some elements of truth, but it must also be
remembered that Scotland has always looked on Primary and Secondary
education as complementary parts of one system and that before the end of
the sixteenth century Scotland had established four Universities,
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